
PERSONAL
IDEA PAD 

Design an in-seat, clue-based scavenger hunt using the 
seat-back magazines, menus and safety instructions that 
passengers can complete for prizes and drink vouchers.

SAMPLE

START WITH THE CHALLENGE
Begin by writing the challenge or problem you’re solving in the center of 
the worksheet. For best results, try to be as specific as possible.
Example: “Make commercial air travel fun.” or “How can we make 
commercial air travel fun?”

SURROUND THE CHALLENGE WITH 
“STARTER WORDS”
Next you’re going to choose a few words that help jog ideas to solve the 
Challenge. We’ve structured the PIP so that you get a lot of potentially 
unrelated ideas on the worksheet.

NUTSHELL
Write a word or short phrase that summarizes the Challenge you’re solving.
Examples: crowded, delays, layover 
(current realities that prevent air travel “fun”)
Better: Bag fees, stale air, crying kids

ASSUMPTION 
Identify a word that describes an existing assumption you’ll have to 
overcome to solve the Challenge.
Examples: customer demands, no space, regulations 
(what might limit solutions)
Better: whining customers, profit margin, handcuffs

SOLUTION 
Identify one word that represents a “solution” to the Challenge.
Examples: party, game, surprise 
(all of these words suggest “fun”)
Better: Board game, grand prize, birthday cake

ROLE 
Identify a role or person who would be able to solve the Challenge with ease.
Examples: comedian, cruise-director, cheerleader 
(all facilitate “fun”)
Better: Steve Martin, Richard Simmons, Cast of a sitcom

FREE-ASSOCIATE
Beginning with any of the four words, fill in the boxes in that 
quadrant of the PIP with other words that come to mind. As you 
move from box to box, think “______ makes me think of  
_______” and write the new word in the next box until all of 
the boxes are filled. Write words freely and spontaneously, and 
be as specific as possible. (Names, nouns, evocative phrases 
are best as they’ll lead to a higher number of related concepts.) 
Repeat this step for each of the four areas that surround the 
Challenge.

MAKE CONNECTIONS, NOTE IDEAS
Often “creative accidents” occur when we combine indepen-
dent and rarely associated concepts. See the letters and 
numbers in the corner of the boxes throughout the worksheet? 
Write down new ideas or concepts that spring to mind as you 
pair up  words in boxes containing the same letter or number. 
You can also randomly choose words to combine to see if they 
spark new ideas. 

Some questions that will help stimulate ideas include:
How can I force these two words to connect?
Does this combination spark another thought or memory?
What do these two words sound like when placed together?

Don’t get stuck on one combination. Keep moving—there are 
thousands of possible combinations on each worksheet!

The PIP worksheet is designed to help you spark novel creative ideas 
around a specific Challenge. It forces you to combine unrelated concepts 
to see if they happen to spark new insights into the problem. PIP
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